CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 DECLARATION

To whom it may concern,

This declaration is to inform that the following DRAGNOFLY’s product families are produced by Neutrik AG and comply to chemicals which are listed on California’s Safe Drinking Water & Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986.

NO2SMX-XP-KIT CABLE CON. KIT SM XP M
NO2SFX-XP-KIT CABLE CON. KIT SM XP F
NOSR-S1-XP-KIT OPTICALCON SR S1 XP
SCNO2SMX-XP SEALING COVER MALE
SCNO2SFX-XP SEALING COVER FEMALE
SCNO2MW-XP SEALING COVER CHASSIS MALE
SCNO2FW-XP SEALING COVER CHASSIS FEMALE
SCXP-M SEALING KIT HOUSING IP68 MALE
SCXP-F SEALING KIT HOUSING IP68 FEMALE
NOPM-XP CONTACT MALE KIT S1 XP
NOPF-XP CONTACT FEMALE KIT S1 XP

This Act, commonly known as California Proposition 65 (Cal. Prop. 65 or Prop. 65), establishes a list of chemicals which the state of California’s risk assessment process has determined to present a risk of cancer, birth defects or other reproductive harm. The Proposition 65 chemical list can be found at:

https://oehha.ca.gov/proposition-65/proposition-65-list

Neutrik AG is committed to providing safe, high quality products for our concerned parties. We have worked with our suppliers, USA certified testing laboratory and our supply chain partners to ensure the purchase of raw materials that will meet California Proposition 65 standards. Be assured, Neutrik AG will continue to monitor the California Proposition 65 regulations for any new chemicals. Neutrik AG will compare any newly listed chemicals with the raw materials in our finished product and communicate this information to our concerned parties.

We appreciate the great support we got from all international involved employees.

Sincerely,

Schaan, 09th August 2019

Neutrik AG

Rene Kleiner
CTO

Rodrique Tayo
Senior Standards & Compliance Engineer